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Jeff Troy

Blade mCX S300
RTF and BNF
The popular coaxial helicopter is now
available with a scale Schwiezer body.
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Specifications
• Rotor diameter: 7.5 inches
• Length: 6 inches
• Height: 4.7 inches
• Weight: 1 ounce
• RC: 5-in-1 receiver, servos, mixer,
gyro and electronic speed control

• Motors: Micro coreless (2)
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RTF and BNF Features
• Factory-built mCX helicopter
• Contra-rotating, dual main blades
• 1S 3.7V 110mAh LiPo flight battery
• LiPo quick charger and AA batteries
• Sport scale Schweizer S300 body
• 2.4GHz transmitter (RTF only)
• 40-page instruction manual

Blade mCX S300 BNF is shown in a shockingly revealing size
comparison with Devin Troy’s Spektrum DX7 transmitter.
The BNF version of the Blade mCX S300 will bind
with any DSM2 transmitter from E-flite, Spektrum or JR.
It will also bind with appropriate Futaba transmitters carrying a Spektrum 2.4GHz conversion module. Although I
normally use my JR 12X for most BNF models, I felt that
enlisting Devin’s Spektrum DX7 for the job would represent a bit less overkill for this entry-level fun machine.
Binding takes roughly 20 seconds, and dealers should
remind pilots that even though the BNF has been through
the binding process with a DSM2 transmitter and the RTF
version comes already bound from E-flite, the model must
sit on a level surface for five seconds after connecting the
battery to set the gyro and prepare the mCX for flight.

Binding the mCX is easy, and takes roughly 20 seconds.The
model should sit level for a 5-second lock-in prior to each flight.
The factory flight check and trim work proved to be
flawless, as both Blades flew perfectly from the first touch
of the sticks. Throttle response is excellent for a training
machine, and the model’s stability at any attitude is close
to unbelievable. Roll and pitch response is gentle and
beginner friendly, and hard-over yaw input will swing the
tail at a most impressive “watch me” rate.
Get the mCX in stock and do it now. The Schweizer
S300 scale body gives the mCX a great boost to realism in
flight, and the tiny helicopter is just superb in every way.
E-flite has a true miracle machine on their hands. HM

Devin Troy demonstrates the mCX S300 BNF in the living room.This is a smooth--handling, gentle and stable machine, ideal for training.
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